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Key points about machinery safety
HSE recommends that employers should…
•

"Take effective measures to prevent access to dangerous parts of machinery. This will
normally be by fixed guarding but where routine access is needed, interlocked guards
(sometimes with guard locking) may be needed to stop the movement of dangerous
parts before a person can reach the danger zone. Where this is not possible - such as
with the blade of a circular saw - it must be protected as far as possible and a safe
system of work used".
http://www.hse.gov.uk/work-equipment-machinery/

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------£124 per hour for failure to act on PUWER 98
Regulation 11(1) The Provision and Use of Work Equipment Regulations 1998 states:
Every employer shall ensure that means are taken in accordance with paragraph(2) which
are effective.
A. To prevent access to any dangerous part of machinery or to any rotating stock-bar; or
B. To stop the movement of any dangerous part of machinery or rotating stock-bar before
any part of a person enters a danger zone.
This is why all our standard Lathe, milling, drilling, grinding, and slotting machine guards are
fitted with interlocks as standard.

No Guards fitted to your machines?
Due to legislative changes that came into force as of 1st October 2012 the Health and Safety
Executive will be billing you £124 per hour for paperwork and visits....You will have nothing to
worry about as a good employer and have fitted the correct guards in the first place.
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Read more about P.U.W.E.R 1998 on attached sheet.
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Key machine safety standards

BS EN ISO 14120:2015
•

BS EN ISO 14120:2015, Safety of Machinery Guards. This is the main standard for the
design and construction of fixed and movable guards', All Sponmech’s guarding systems
comply with this standard. BS EN ISO 14120:2015 encompasses all machine types, and
identifies what aspects of machinery, guarding and machine operator personnel must
be considered. Although this is the main British standard for machinery guards, by
complying with BS EN ISO 14120:2015, other standards cannot simply be ignored.

BS EN ISO 12100
•

BS EN ISO 12100:2003+A1:2009, Safety of Machinery. Basic concepts, general principles
for design. Basic terminology, methodology. BS EN ISO 12100 provides designers with an
overall framework and guidance to enable them to produce machines that are safe for
their intended use. It also provides a strategy for standard makers. The concept of safety
of machinery considers the ability of a machine to perform its intended function(s)
during its lifecycle where risk has been adequately reduced. All our bespoke guarding
systems comply with this standard.

BS EN ISO 13857
•

BS EN ISO 13857:2008, ‘Safety of machinery. Safety distances to prevent hazard zones
being reached by upper and lower limbs’. BS EN ISO 13857 contains tables and data to
enable guards to be designed with an acceptable combination of height, horizontal
distance from the hazard, and aperture size (for guards with mesh infill, or other
openings in guards).

BS EN 614-2
•

BS EN 614-2:2000+A1:2008, ‘Safety of machinery. Ergonomic design principles.
Interactions between the design of machinery and work tasks’. This outlines the mental
and physical relationship between operators, equipment and devices.
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Key machine safety regulations
2006/42/EC
•

Directive 2006/42/EC applies to machinery, lifting accessories such as slings and chains,
and safety components. A machine is defined as “an assembly of linked parts or
components, at least one of which moves…” There are exclusions such as military
equipment, machines which are already covered by other, more specific, directives and
some equipment which falls within the scope of the Low Voltage Directive. The
Regulations are enforced in the UK by the Health and Safety Executive for machinery
used in the workplace, and the Trading Standards Service for machinery used at home.
Penalties for non-compliant machinery can be severe. All our guarding systems comply
with this directive.

The Supply of Machinery (Safety) (Amendment) Regulations 2011
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

This legislation sets out how the above 2006/42/EC directive is met in the UK. The
following issues need to be addressed according to this regulation:
The machine must satisfy the relevant Essential Health and Safety Requirements of the
Machinery Directive
A system of conformity assessment must be in place and machines require a declaration
of conformity (DoC)
Machines must include user instructions in the language of the user
A Technical File must be complied to demonstrate compliance. This must be kept for at
least ten years after the machine was manufactured and it must be made available to
the market surveillance authorities upon request.
The machine must 'in fact' be safe.
The machine must carry a CE mark.

P.U.W.E.R 98
•

Provision and Use of Work Equipment Regulations 1998 (PUWER). These Regulations,
often abbreviated to PUWER, place duties on people and companies who own, operate
or have control over work equipment. PUWER also places responsibilities on businesses
and organisations whose employees use work equipment, whether owned by them or
not.
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PUWER requires that equipment provided for use at work is:
•
•
•
•

•

Suitable for the intended use
Safe for use, maintained in a safe condition and inspected to ensure it is correctly
installed and does not subsequently deteriorate
Used only by people who have received adequate information, instruction and training
Accompanied by suitable health and safety measures, such as protective devices and
controls. These will normally include emergency stop devices, adequate means of
isolation from sources of energy, clearly visible markings and warning devices
Used in accordance with specific requirements, for mobile work equipment and power
presses.

If your business or organization uses work equipment or is involved in providing work
equipment for others to use (e.g. for hire), you must manage the risks from that equipment.
This means you must:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

Ensure the equipment is constructed or adapted to be suitable for the purpose it is used or
provided for
Take account of the working conditions and health and safety risks in the workplace when
selecting work equipment
Ensure work equipment is only used for suitable purposes
Ensure work equipment is maintained in an efficient state, in efficient working order and in
good repair
Where a machine has a maintenance log, keep this up to date
Where the safety of work equipment depends on the manner of installation, it must be
inspected after installation and before being put into use
Where work equipment is exposed to deteriorating conditions liable to result in dangerous
situations, it must be inspected to ensure faults are detected in good time so the risk to
health and safety is managed
Ensure that all people using, supervising or managing the use of work equipment are
provided with adequate, clear health and safety information. This will include, where
necessary, written instructions on its use and suitable equipment markings and warnings
Ensure that all people who use, supervise or manage the use of work equipment have
received adequate training, which should include the correct use of the equipment, the risks
that may arise from its use and the precautions to take
Where the use of work equipment is likely to involve a specific risk to health and safety
(e.g. woodworking machinery), ensure that the use of the equipment is restricted to those
people trained and appointed to use it
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•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Take effective measures to prevent access to dangerous parts of machinery. This will
normally be by fixed guarding but where routine access is needed, interlocked guards
(sometimes with guard locking) may be needed to stop the movement of dangerous parts
before a person can reach the danger zone. Where this is not possible – such as with the
blade of a circular saw – it must be protected as far as possible and a safe system of work
used. These protective measures should follow the hierarchy laid down in PUWER regulation
11(2) and the PUWER Approved Code of Practice and guidance
Take measures to prevent or control the risks to people from parts and substances falling or
being ejected from work equipment, or the rupture or disintegration of work equipment
Ensure that the risks from very hot or cold temperatures from the work equipment or the
material being processed or used are managed to prevent injury
Ensure that work equipment is provided with appropriately identified controls for starting,
stopping and controlling it, and that these control systems are safe
Where appropriate, provide suitable means of equipment from all power sources (including
electric, hydraulic, pneumatic and gravitational energy)
Ensure work equipment is stabilised by clamping or otherwise to avoid injury
Take appropriate measures to ensure maintenance operations on work equipment can be
carried out safely while the equipment is shut down, without exposing people undertaking
maintenance operations to risks to their health and safety

When providing new work equipment for use at work, you must ensure it conforms to
the essential requirements of European Community law (for new machinery this means
the Machinery Directive). You must check it:
•
•
•
•

Is CE marked
Comes with a Declaration of Conformity
Is provided with Instructions in English
Is free from obvious defects – and that it remains so during its working life
When providing mobile work equipment, you must ensure that:

•
•

•
•

Where employees are carried, the equipment is suitable for that purpose
The risks from rolling over are minimised, and any person being carried is protected in the
event of fall or rollover. This should include protection against crushing, through the
provision of a suitable restraint and a rollover protection system
Self-propelled equipment can be controlled safely with braking devices, adequate driver
vision and, where necessary, lighting
Measures are taken to prevent any risks from drive shafts that power accessories attached to
mobile work equipment, by using adequate guards
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When providing power presses for working on cold metal, you must thoroughly examine
them and their safeguards before first putting them into use, and periodically afterwards.
This means you must ensure that the inspection and testing of guards and protection devices
is carried out by a competent person at frequent intervals, and that records of these
examinations, inspections and tests are kept.
What you should know
The Provision and Use of Work Equipment Regulations 1998 replaced the original PUWER
regulations first introduced in 1992. The main change was in the coverage of mobile work
equipment, woodworking equipment and power presses allowing the repeal of the 1965 Power
Press Regulations and a number of other older regulations, including those on woodworking
machinery.
The Provision and Use of Work Equipment Regulations 1998 , as amended by the Health and
Safety (Miscellaneous Amendment) Regulations 2002 , are supported by an Approved Code
of Practice (ACOP) and additional free guidance which are readily available from HSE. Other
ACOPs that support PUWER are also available, covering woodworking machinery and power
presses for working on cold metal. Where work equipment is also lifting equipment, there is
another ACOP supporting LOLER and PUWER.
While the ACOPs are not law, they were made under section 16 of the Health and Safety at
Work Act (HSW Act) and so have a special status, as outlined in the introduction to the
PUWER ACOP:
'Following the guidance is not compulsory and you are free to take other action. But if you do
follow the guidance you will normally be doing enough to comply with the law. Health and
safety inspectors seek to secure compliance with the law and may refer to this guidance as
illustrating good practice.'
These ACOPs support PUWER and the general provisions of section 2 of the HSW Act, as well as
other regulations, including the Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations and
the Workplace (Health, Safety and Welfare) Regulations.
Other more specific legislation may also apply (for example LOLER, when lifting equipment is
used at work). In some cases, equipment used at work is more appropriately covered by other,
more specific legislation (e.g. the Personal Protective Equipment Regulations and the Electricity
at Work Regulations). You may therefore have to ensure that the requirements of other
legislation are met alongside those of PUWER; for example, the Workplace (Health, Safety and
Welfare) Regulations, in relation to the pedestrians arising from mobile work equipment.
HSE has developed Open learning guidance to assist those who wish to learn more about
PUWER, or see also: Using work equipment safely.
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Although PUWER has a wide application, there is a general exclusion covering the use of ship's
work equipment in most situations because there are other provisions for the safety of this
equipment under merchant shipping legislation.
Most new work equipment that is machinery will also fall within the scope of the Machinery
Directive, as implemented by the Supply of Machinery (Safety) Regulations. Machinery, and
certain other work equipment within scope of the Directive, must undergo conformity
assessment and be appropriately CE marked before being placed on the market or brought into
use. This includes:
•
•
•
•

Machinery which needs to be installed on / with other equipment or in a structure before it
can be used
Safety components placed independently on the market
Lifting equipment / accessories
Partly completed machinery (machinery which cannot itself perform a function) also comes
within scope of the Machinery Directive
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